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This month's books are as varied as Valentine's cards
It's that multicolored candyheart season again, when the
words are almost always inore
appeasing than the taste.
"Pope Joan" warmed the
hearts of the 1st Runner Ups.
The Bookies gave red and yellow roses to local but nationally
known Louise Erdrich Cupid hit
the Pizza and Pages readers for a
book by former teacher and upand-coming author Jordan Sonnenblick. For an Annie Dillard
title with the Reading Womeni
there were full boxes of chocolate, some with a couple pieces
gone; and no chocolate at all.
The 4B Club felt love and hate
about a book that was published
in the author's native Australia as
an adult book but as Young Adult
Fiction (even with over 550 pages!) in the U.S.
If Valentine's Day gets as bitterly cold as it was a week ago,
will Cupid's arrow-or a book
about the Valentine martyrs (yes,
more than oneFshatter? how,
where is that groundhog?...

H~~~is the rating
system
the groups use:
= ~icellent;
highly recommended.
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= Recommended;

rather good.

= Not bad, but notfirst
on reading list.

@ = Don't waste time.
(none) = Didn't read due t o
offensive o r disagreeable material.
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nant and overwhelm the story at
times. I need to remind myselfto
read for cultural appreciation, as
well as for the story.
March selection: "From Rage
to Reason: My Life in Two
Americas" by Janet Langhart
Cohen.
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Pizza and Pages
pope.
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Meta: If you like
reading about a woman achieving what society told her she
. could and should not, you'll enjoy reading this book.
Ardith: A great
historical fiction!
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was complicated,
cerebrally entertaining, and fast
paced.
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a
tional historical fiction!
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~ pick itl
. up d,
it, saywow. THIS
IS A GOOD BOOK!
~~~t selection: "shattered
Dreams: My Life as a Polygamist's Wife" by Irene Spencer.

.Bookies
Read: "The Painted Drum"
by Louise Erdrich; 2005 (hardcover); HarperCollins; 288, pp.
Novel: This is the story of
Faye, a quarter Ojibwe, and how
her life, including the relationships with her mother and her
lover, is affected by the discovShe travof a.mystical
els with it to the North Dakota
where it was made

Read: "Drums,
and
Dangerous Pie" by Jordan Sonnenblick; 2005 (hardcover);
288
Yomg Adult Fiction: When
his Younger brother is
with leukemia) 13-year-~ldSteven tries to deal with his complicated
his
life, and his desige to support his
family.
@ @ 61b Morgan: It was
a very sad book at times, but 0ther times
~
it
~ is funny!
~
-It's a great
book. I enjoyed it a lot.
This is a
DJ:
~
~
~
:
wonderful book, but be sure to
keep a box of tissues handy. I
think it gves a realistic view of
when could
what
a child
happen
becomes
lo a tefibly
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Next selection: "The Goose
Girl" by Shannon Hale.

Reading Women
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hood" by Annie
Dillard; 1987
(hardcover);
HarperCollins;
255

PP.
Memoir: This is a thoughtful
and almost meditative account
of growing up in upper class
P i t t s b k h in the '50s. Dillard,
the 1974 pulitzer prize-winning
and discovers stories.of five generations for whom the dm has esayist for "Pilgrim at Tinker

com,ections to both tragedy and Creek", searches for meaning in
her rich experiences from kinder1 s t Runner Ups
school.
healing.
ty
G~ Mebbie: The garten through high
J,,: I felt like
Read: "Pope Joan" by Donna
Woolfolk Cross; 1996 (hardcov-:u:$
Annie Dillard and I were soulmates until' she
beyond
er); Crown; 844 pp.
would have been disclosed.
Historical Fiction: Joan is
written,
me in an intellectual curiosity as
a teenager! I lovedher in&ospecborn in A.D. 8 14 to a cruel EngThe
admired her amazing atlish canon and his Saxon wife-but
tion
of the pain and SOITOW was overto read and write
one
tention to detail, not just as a
of her brothers, A Greek scholar powering, as it often is in Er- writer but in all of her pursuits.
19~ ~ 1 ~t~~
1 not
~ :cbonologfurthers her education, while her drich's books'
tIbdb@+
I found ical, so it was con~sing. I just
mother sings her the songs of pa: gan
gods, The scholar arranges this book interesting but alsore-a couldn't relate to the character,
even though shi is my age, and I
for Joan to attend a palace school challenge keeping the
where she meets red-haired lated stories
L L straight.
~An,,e: Erdrich is
grew UP in
city."
knight Gerold, who becomes her
again
at
her
beat
as
her
Native
lover. After Norsemen attack the
the identity American culture comes through.
Joan
connections were a
of her braher killed in the attack, The
little
much
hut
hclievahle in the
She
her way to Fulda and
of the
becomes the learned scholar and
',A\I\+ Jan: It was good to
healer Brother John Anglicus,
eventually lnakes ~ ~ l I i sread
n an Erdrich book again after
and
a several-year lapse. Although
: way to Rome. Katie: This is a her works always receive excellent reviews, she is not a favorite
really good book,
to think about what it would have
, . ~ ~ n ~ q e l , , ~ n n ~ ~
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DQ3mQ3~ l i I~ love
~ :
this glimpse into a girl's life experience that is so different 'from
my own. 'She paints a vivid picme of life in the 1 9 5 0 ~piesburgh,
~ 2 0 ~~~i~
:
~ i l l is~ gift~ d
ed at observation and finding the
words to elaborate on them. She
brings Pittsburgh, time, and a
place to life; but there wasn't any
real tension, just exposition,
R
~ won- ~
derful desc,.iptions, A good book
to
up and read a bit. Each
chapter
alone,
~~~t selection: u ~ h e
o f , ~ ~ l ~~~~l~~
l i ~ by~ john
Berendt.

one of the best books I've read
lately. I really liked the writing
style, the imagery, and the metaphors-Very
creative use of
words but not too wordy. The
story of this poor German family
during World War I1 is simple,
but this author makes it enlivening and interesting because 6f his
storytelling ability. Liesel is a
most resilient, memorable heroi n e who makes this story so
worthwhile.
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[no rating] Deb: I can't rate
it, Yet, because I haven't finished
it. So far I've read 150 pages,
and it hasn't moved me to go on.
SOI may finish it yet or not.
Lisa; The first
few pages bugged me-I didn't
want to continue! But the style
The 4B Club
combined with the story then got
~
~ U ~ T ~~~k
d~ ~: ~ h i ~ fme.
' I appreciatedzusak's unique
by Markus Zusak; 2006 (hard- and very original imagery. Death
cover); ~~~~f ~~~k~ for young as narrator was also creative, but
for a story that centers on the HoReaders; 560 p!?'
Young Adult Novel/Grade 9 locaust, it's quite apt.
and up: ,when 9-year-old ~
i
~
~
~ Carn:
l I didn't
~
~brother dies,~ ~ ~ ~ find
ti hthis, story~depressing ~despite
the narrator, gets hooked on her the misery that it depicted. The
when he sees her steal a gravedigger's instruction manual.
When Liesel moves in with a
foster family-lovable Hans and
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crotchety Rosa-Hans
teaches
her to read using the manual.
Liesel then steals more books.
These stories help the girl find
so* of
destruction, and despair settle in
around her.
Ramsey: I quit after 70
be
pages. I found this
to0 confusing. Even by Page 70,
what the
was
I didn't
about. I'm riot. going to finish
this One.
Diane: It took
awhile to get involved with the
After getling used
the
style of writing, I wanted to find
out what happened to Liesel and
the people involved in her life.
Ginger: The creative efforts and stylistics were brilliant
but distracted, from the unity of
the who1e.
Jane: I didn't finish this
book. It didn't hold my interest
because I didn't much like the
sty1e it was written in. The
line was good.
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Shari: This is
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vivid imagery in the author's
writing was amazing, as was the
realistic telling of the bravery of
common people during Nazi
Germany. Thepower ofwords to
destroy as well as to lift up was a
fascinating theme throughout the
book.
skyla;: This is a
touching story about. how books
can feed the soul and provide an
escape. Liesel is the main character who escapes the homfying
events of World War 11 by stealing and reading books, a practice
that keeps her sane and feeds her
newfound love of words and stories. This book covers the intensity of the hate and intolerance of
Nazi Germany, as well as the
quest for power and domination.
Next selection: "Everyman"
by Philip Roth.
- Lisa M Bolt Simons is a
freelance writer and teacher in
Faribault. Her column appears
monthly. She can be reached at
lisambsimons@hotmail.coljz.
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